I taught fifth graders for eight years and I noticed that top students would always do more than I assigned them, they’d add something else into the formula, do something a little bit more unexpected. That’s the sort of person you want to look for, that’s creative. The person that can create something on their own that doesn’t want to just stick with the world the way it’s given to me, my answer’s the same as everyone else’s.

By third year college you get to select all your own courses and I chose all masters courses in hardware and software design, but I would buy the books on Friday and I would go through the books answering every single question in every single chapter and I’d be halfway through the book by the time class started on Monday. Why? I loved computers so much, I just loved it.

But most schools tell you, you can only learn certain pages on certain days ‘cause that’s what the test is going to cover, you know. Well someday we’ll get to the point you can just go online and whatever you want and you can go and learn and become expert at it.